DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16L: Climb heading 164° to at/above 932, then direct CAVOB, then on track 166° to cross RENBE at or above 3000, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16C: Climb heading 164° to at/above 932, then direct OTLIE, then on track 164° to cross RENBE at or above 3000, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16R: Climb heading 164° to at/above 932, then direct WESET, then on track 164° to cross RENBE at or above 3000, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34L: Climb heading 344° to at/above 932, then direct CUSBU, then on track 349° to cross WUREL at or above 3100, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34C: Climb heading 344° to at/above 932, then direct NESOE, then on track 344° to cross WUREL at or above 3100, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34R: Climb heading 344° to at/above 932, then direct DODVE, then on track 342° to cross WUREL at or above 3100, then on depicted route to BANGR, cross BANGR at or above 10000, thence. . . .

. . . .on (transition). Maintain assigned altitude, expect filed altitude/flight level 15 NM from SEA VORTAC.

ARRIE TRANSITION (BANGR9.ARRIE)
PANGL TRANSITION (BANGR9.PANGL)